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A Remark on the Hensel Factorization Method

By Hans Zassenhaus

Abstract.   In response to a remark of David Yun a new version of "On Hensel fac-

torization I" (J. Number Theory, v. 1, 1969)  is given which sets in evidence the

quadratic convergence behavior of the method using a minimum of bookkeeping.

In 1974 it was shown by Miola and Yun (see also Yun (1975)) that a p-adic

method of polynomial factorization which apparently was suggested in Zassenhaus

(1969) usually is slower than a similar method suggested by K. Hensel (1913) even

though the first method exhibits quadratic convergence while the second is a linearly

convergent approximation method.

However, as in all numerical work in algebraic number theory, it is necessary

to develop the underlying idea to its full range of application for the purpose of a

fair comparison of effectivity.  It is the purpose of this note to indicate in greater

detail the algorithm recommended in accordance with Zassenhaus (1969) for the pur-

pose of finding a congruence factorization

(1) /(0=/ik/2fc(0   (modp2*z[r]),

provided a congruence factorization

(2) f(t)=h(t)f2(t)   (modpZW)

as well as a congruence

(3) /.«fi«+¿«fco) = i (mod pi[t] + mm)

are known already.

Here p is a prime number, and /, f\,f2,gy,g2, are members of the ring of

polynomials Z[r] in the variable t over the rational integer ring Z with /, fx, f2 being

monic nonconstant, k is a natural number and/lfc, f2k are desired to be monk mem-

bers of Z[r] satisfying the coherence condition

(4) fjk(0=fj(t)   (mod pl[t]) (/=1,2).

Before the method of approach is explained, let us agree on the following two reduc-

tions:

(1)  By the common polynomial long division method we find for any member

A of Z[r] and for any monic member B of Z[r] an equation
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(5) A = QUA, B)B + R(A, B),

where QfA, B), RÍA, B) are members of Z[f] such that either R(A, B) = 0ox the

degree of R(A, B) is less than the degree of B.

It follows from (2) that the degrees \f], [fx], [f2] of /, /,, f2 respectively

satisfy the equation,

(6) i/j = [/ij + [/2]-

In case the degree of gx should happen to be not less than the degree of f2

replace gx, g2 by g2 = g2 - Qfg2, /, )/j, gt = gx - Qfgl, f2)f2.

It follows that /,*. + f2g2 = 1 (mod pl[t]) and JJ. ] < \f2], \J2] < \fx].

Thus, without loss of generality (3) may be replaced by

(3)' /,*, +/2*2 = 1    (modpZW),     [£,.] < [f3_f]      U =1,2).

(2)  If A is a rational integer, B a nonzero rational integer then we find by long

division an equation (5) with rational integers QfA, B), RÍA, B) subject to the inequal-

ities

(6) - \B\<2RiA, B)<\B\

characterizing RiA, B) as absolutely least remainder modulo B.

If instead

(7a) A = YdAiti   inEZ>0;AiEZ,0<i<n),
1=0

then there obtains the equation (5) with

(7b) Q(A, B) = ¿ QfA,, BY,      R(A, B) = ¿ R(A¡, B)f.
1=0 /=o

Without loss of generality we may assume that the polynomials f satisfy the additional

condition

(8) f,=R(fj,p)      0 = 1,2),

conferring the advantage of using polynomials all of whose coefficients are least ab-

solute remainders to a certain module.

The algorithm is as follows:   Let

(9a) Ex0 = fxgx,      N0 = R(E\0 ~EXQ,f).

lfN0 = 0, then let EXj =Elo(0<j< k), vk = 2k.  Otherwise, there is an

exponent v0 > 1 for which

(9b) p"°IUVo>

where the 'II' symbol indicates that precisely the i>0th power of p divides iV0; in other

words,

(9c) p"o|/v0>      p»o+1-f-N0.
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Suppose we defined already EXj_x and Nj_x = R(E\l_lEX/_x, f) subject to

the condition that

(9d) pT1 \\Nhx

for some exponent c._i satisfying the inequality

(9e) «>-i>2f-1.

Then let

(9f) EU = R(Ei j-i + Nj-i - IFtfi j-t*M. /). P2"'-1 ).

Nj=R(E2x¡-EXj,f),

and here we have either N = 0 or there is an exponent v- satisfying the inequality

(9g) v, > 2vHX > 2*

such that

(9h) """"r

IX Nf = 0, then let

FlH=Ei,,      vh = 2h-i+1vj_x      (/<*<*).

Otherwise, we continue with the algorithm.

Having obtained EXk, we define fxk by

(10a) fi*s&<KElk,f)   (modp^ZW),

(10b) /ifc = P(fik>f)>     f\k monic, flk = R(fXk, p"*).

Let us explain the items (9a), (9b) and (10).   From (3) and (9a) we infer that

^ío-Zie?!    (modpZ[r]),

l"Eio-f2g2    (modpZ[r]),

¿"io'^io = £ioO ~Eio)-f\f2SiS2 =7   (modpZ[r]).

Suppose

Ni_x=-E2xj_x -EXJ_X    (mod fl[t]),

*i j = Ei ,/-i + *M - 2É-1 ,/-i^-i    (mod fl[t] + p2"/-iZ[i]),

then we have

*?/-*!/«*î./u, +NJ-X + *E\,l-i"U

+ 2EltMNf_l -4E2XJ_xNi_x -4EXJ_xNf_x

= Nf_x    (modfZ[t] +p2v/-iZ[r]).
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Thus, we obtain either TV- = 0 or (9h), (9g).

In general, the factor ring R = Z[r]/p"Z[r] (p a prime number, v a natural

number) need not be a unique factorization ring nor is there always a greatest com-

mon divisor (gcd(w, v)) of two given elements u, v.  E.g., (t + 2)2 = (r - 2)   (mod

23Z[r]), and gcd((r + 2)2/23Z[f], (t2 - 4)/23Z[r]) does not exist.  But if uR + vR =

wR, then w = gcd(u, v).  We have the following algorithm to decide whether the ideal

uR + vR is principal and to exhibit a generator w in case there is one.

(1) If v = 1, then there always is a gcd(«, u) generating uR + vR which is ob-

tained by the standard Euclidean division algorithm for polynomials over the field of

p elements.

(2) The gcd(«, v) exists if and only if gcd(u, u) exists and both are equal. We

have uR + vR = wR if and only if vR + uR = wR.

(3) The gcd(0, v) = v = 0.0 + 1 .v generates uR + vR = vR.

(4) If v > p > 0 and p" Il u, pM lu so that u = p>ivx, v = p^ (mod p"Z[r] )

with ux, vx in Z[t] and p\ux, then gcd(ü, v) exists if and only if gcd(u, IZ"-*1 [t],

u./Z"-"M[r]) = w1IZv~'l[t] exists with wx some polynomial of Z[r] that is not divis-

ible by p.  Moreover, w = gcd(u, v) = puwxIZv[t] and w generates uR + vR if and

only if ux Z"_ii[f] + vx Z1""^] = wx Zv~ß[t].  Indeed, a presentation uxa + vxb =

wx with a, b in Z[r] implies the presentation w = ualpvZ[t] + vb/pvZ[t].

(5) Ifu> 1 and«=p^+1«0rK + 1 + uxp»u2 (mod p"Z[t]),(0 < p <v;u0,

u2 E Z[t] ; [u2] < k; p\ux E Z), then determine a rational integer ux satisfying the

congruence condition uxu\ = 1 (mod p"_íí) and set

u'=p^+1u0u'xtK+1 +p»tK +p"u2ux    (modp^Zlr]).

It follows that gcd(w, v) exists if and only if gcd(w', v) exists.  Moreover, uR + vR =

uR + vR.   If u'a + vb = w, wR = uR + vR, then u(u\a') + vb = w.

(6) If v > 1 and

u =p^+xu0tK + 1 +ptttK +pßu2    (modp"Z[í])

(0<p<p + \<v;u0,u2 EZ[t]; [u2] < k),

then let

u\ = 1 -p\ + p2Ku2-+ (-1 )apaXul    (mod pv» Z[t] )

(a= [(p-v)/\])

and set u = u\u (mod p"Z[i] ) so that u = pß(tK + u2) (mod pvZ[t]) u2 EZ[t],

[u2] <K.

It follows that gcd(«, v) exists if and only if gcd(«', v) exists. Moreover, uR +

vR=uR + vR.   If u'a' + vb = w, wR = uR + vR, then u(u'a) + vb = w.

(7) If v > 1 and

u = tK + u2,    v = vxtK + v2    (mod pvZ[t])

(0<K<X;«2,«2eZW; [u2] <k, [v2] <\;vxe Z),

then let v — V — tx~Kvxu so that gcd(«, v) exists if and only if gcd(w, v') exists and
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uR + vR = uR + wR.   If ua + vb = w generates uR + vR, then w = ua + vb with

a = a - tx~Kbvx.  By a finite number of applications of (l)-(7) either we find a

presentation ua + vb = gcd(w, v) or else we find that uR + vR = pß(u'R + pxv'R)

where 0 <u< p + \<u and u , v axe congruent to monic polynomials P, Q of

Z[t] modulo p""MZ [r] with [P] > [Q].  In this case uR + vR is not principal.

In the situation of (9f) it was shown in Zassenhaus (1969) that

gcd(£'lfc/pt',cZ[r],//p''kZ[f]) exists and is representable by a monic polynomial fxk

of Z[t] .  In fact, by carrying out (10a) we obtain a polynomial fXk with highest

coefficient X not divisible by p.   Now solve the congruence XX' = 1 (mod p"k) so as

to satisfy both (10a) and (10b).

Let us point out that the Berlekamp algorithm directly for p = 2 and by an

easy computation for p > 2 provides a system of /, p-reduced polynomials e0,,

. . . , e0r representing modulo f(t)Z[t] + pZ[t] ■

By the method given above we obtain for any given natural number v poly-

nomials e,, . . . , er that are /, p"-reduced and represent the primitive idempotents

modulo f(t)Z[t] +pvZ[t].

According to Zassenhaus (1969), their existence is tantamount to the existence

of a congruence factorization

fmhh'"fr    (modp"Z[f])

with monic polynomials/,, . . . ,/j. of Z[f] that are mutually prime modulo p; and

each of them is congruent to a power of some monic polynomial mod p which stays

irreducible modulo p.   The numbering can be done in such a way that f¡e¡ = 0

(mod(fZ[t] + p"Z[t])), and we obtain the monic polynomials fx, . . . ,/j. in the

form

/, = R(gcd(f/p"Z[t], (e2 + • • • + er)lpvZ[t] ), p"),

/, =R(Q(flPvl[t\JllpvZ[t]),pv),

f2 = R(gcd(fxlpvZ[t], (e3 + - • • + er)/p"ZM), P"),

fr = R(Q(fr-l IPV Ht] . fr-lIP"ZM )' •»")■

Example.

f(t) = t3 - St2 -It+ 6,

«if) = max(//3, V7/3~, ^6 < 8(vfr - 1).

If/ = /,/2 with monic rational polynomials fx, f2 of degrees 1, 2, then <p(fx) <

8(^/2 - 1)1(^/2 - 1) = 8.   Let p = 2.  Hence v = 4.  By Berlekamp l2 = 1, (t)2 =

t2,(t2)2 = t (mod(/Z [t] + 2Z[f])), basic idempotents 1, t2 + t.  Set Ex0 = t2 +

t,N0=R(E2X0-EX0,f) = 42t2 +42t-42,v0 = \,EXX = -t2 - t + 2,TV, =

40r2 +40t-40,v = 3. Ex2 =EXX + Nx =lt2 + It - 6 (mod 16Z[f])

gcd(//16Z[i], (7f2 + It - 6)l(6Z[t])) = (t- 6)ll6Z[t],f(t) = (t - 6)(r2 + t - I).
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Obviously three linear Hensel approximations would be slower.
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